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MICHEL DAMBRINE 

Michel Dambrine, born in 1939, lives and works in Paris. During his 
scientific studies, he discovered photography and its creative potential, 
which he associated with the cinema, with jazz and with literature. A 
reflection that he pursued by participating in the first editions of the  
Rencontres de la Photographie in Arles. He began to exhibit his work in 
1984. It has several axes: cityscapes (walls, torn posters, shop windows, 
dustbins, ...), light and shadow (underground garages, bedrooms, 
fabrics, ...), graphic aspects of nature (sands, beaches, rivers, ...). The 
work is included in the collections of the French National Library and 
Kodak-Pathé in Paris, the Réattu Museum in Arles, and the New Orleans 
Museum of Art.
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The images that Michel Dambrine offers us are akin to strange, imaginary 
landscapes over which floats the shadow of man. Although everything in this world 
is necessarily ephemeral, it is a matter here of objects and scenes whose existence 
is visibly precarious, temporary. 

In the vernacular of photography, the poster is often a bearer of signs, interacting 
with its immediate environment. Dambrine's torn poster is an entity in itself, like 
Brassai's graffiti or Aaron Siskind's cracked paint. His posters resemble collages, or 
rather décollages, creations of the elements and of time, in which fragments of faces 
are marooned, helpless. A storm, a gust of wind, an absent or wilful hand, might 
well upset the fragile equilibrium of these discoveries. 

Yet more ephemeral are the plays of sunlight, clearly transitory. The parking 
photographs, with their intense, blinding shafts of light, are chilling geometric 
landscapes worthy of Dante ...Abandon all hope, you who enter here... 

The undulating landscapes of fabrics, illuminated by ribbons of light which resemble 
streaks of lightning, are equally dramatic, but these images are inviting rather than 
menacing due to their downy setting. 

Adrian  Bondy  2016 

The works presented are drawn from three series of photographs, Lacérés 
(1980-1984), La Chambre (begun in 1984), and Parkings (1988).
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...In order to delve into Michel 
Dambrine's artistic universe, we must 
abandon the familiar notion of scale. 
Whether he shows us a wall, the 
corner of a bed or a fragment of a torn 
poster, Dambrine's frame of reference 
is invariably vastness. His vision is 
almost always that of an aviator. He 
fl ies over a landscape with its 
multitude of levels, irregularities, 
colours, but also its relative flatness 
when viewed as a geographic expanse 
where horizontality prevails over 
verticality, even if the two are linked 
by the subtle relationship of contours 
and the effects of bas-relief… 

Excerpt from L'aventurier du regard 

Jean-Claude Lemagny 
Bibliothèque Nationale de France 1995
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MICHEL DAMBRINE

Ephémères

March 9- April 23, 2016

exhibition

opening reception

March 10, 2016, 6-9 pm

in the artist’s presence

Wednesday - Saturday,  3-7 pm
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mind’s eye / galerie adrian bondy
221 rue Saint-Jacques, 75005 Paris

contact  Adrian Bondy

adrian.bondy@mindseye.fr 
06 85 93 41 92

public transport

bus  21 27 38 82 83 84 85 89 91 
RER  Luxembourg 
vélib’  St Jacques - Gay Lussac 
autolib  in front of the gallery

website

www.mindseye.fr
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http://www.mindseye.fr

